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VII. E,XCAVA'rIONSAT WA'l'EHCROOK1974 by T.W. POTTER

The Roman fort at Watercrook is situated in low-lying
meadows in a long loop formed by the River Kent on the south
ern side of Kendal. The fort lay 6 miles to the west of the
main Roman route to the north, which ran up the Lune Valley
through Kirkby Lonsdale and Tebay and was marked by Roman
forts at Lancaster, Burrow in Lonsdale and Low Burrow Bridge.
Recent discoveries imply, however, that there was also a road
running north from Lancaster which passed through a small
military site near Hincaster and thence to Watercrook. Water
crook itself was one of a number of forts which were built to

control the Lake District, amongst them Ambleside, Hardknott
and Ravenglass. Watercrook itself was very clearly designed
to control the Kent and Gilpin Valleys which were densely
settled in Roman times. Moreover, it had further strategic
importance as one of the chain of forts which held down the
North- West and must have been responsib1e for checking sea
borne attacks from Morecambe Bay.
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The Lake District forts have as a whole received little

recent archaeological attention carried out on modern lines.
Major work at Ambleside and Hardknott dates back half a century
or more, Ravenglass remains largely unexplored and Watercrook
itself has only seen two short excavations, one in 1930-1 and
the other in 1944. Both were very small-scale investigations,
carried out by Lt. Col. Oliver North, who located the position
of the North-West Gate and of two of the barrack blocks.

The present excavation, the first large-scale work on the
site, was a five-week camoaign undertaken for the Department of
the Environment by the Department of Classics and Archaeology
of the University of Lancaster. The direction of the excavation
was in the hands of Dr. T. W. Potter, Lecturer in Archaeology at
the University of Lancaster and Dr. D. C. A. Shotter, Senior
Lecturer in Classics in the same Department. In this season,
the work was necessitated by a Lancashire River Board scheme
to cut back the bank of the River Kent as part of a flood
relief project for Kendal. In future seasons, it is planned
to mount a thorough, long-term research excavation of the fort
and its associated civilian settlement (vicus), for Wate~crook
is one of the few military sites in the North-West without an
overlay of medieval and modern buildings and it is thus marked
out as a site of major archaeological importance.

The area explored in this season extended for nearly one
fifth of a mile, and it was clear from surface indications and
aerial photographs that this would include a substantial portion
of the north-east defences of the fort, together with part of
the civilian settlement on the south-east.

The excavations showed that the first fort on the site was

founded in the late 1st century, prob~bly in the 90's, in the
reign of Domitian. This disnoses of the theory that the Lake
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District was conquered by Britain's most fa~ous ~ov~rnor,
Gnaeus Ju1ius Agrico1a, and it would now appear that he
by-passed the area in his northern campaigns, which were to
lead to the conquest of much of south-east Scotland. The first
fort at Watercrook was built with a rampart of turf and timber
bui1din~s, and excavation in the area of the North-East Gate
.has shown that the entrance was protected by a curving timber
wall, projectin~ out of the rampart. The turf defences were
later replaced by stone walls, some 5 feet thick, beyond which
were two V-shaped ditches, between 20-30 feet wide and 6-8
feet deep. On the north-east side, the outer ditch was even
more massive, being over 40 feet wide and 16 feet deep. It
was filled with debris from iron working and had probably been
the site of ex~ensive iron ore quarrying. Between the ditches
was a palisade, probably holding sharpened stakes. The date
of the rebuilding in stone was not certainly established, but
since some 35% of the coins (out of a total of 50) belong to
the reign of the Emperor Trajan (A.D. 98-117) it is highly
likely that this marks the period of its construction. Later
on, the defences underwent further modification. The fort
wall was partially rebuilt and a third ditch dug to strengthen
the defences. The nottery suggests a date in the late 3rd
century for this activity, a period of considerable trouble
in Britain. It took ten years for Rome to re-establish con-
trol and it is likely that the native triQes beyond the north- •
ern frontier took advantage of the situation to attack the
province. The additional defences at Watercrook may be a ~
reflection of the troubles of this period. Thereafter, however,
the fort appears to have been garrisoned on only a small scale,
for 4th-century finds are notable by their scarcity.

The civilian settlement appears to have been founded
almost as soon as the fort, and certainly by the end of the
1st century. The first buildings were constructed beside the
road which headed south-east out of the fort. They consisted
of narrow htrip houses, built entirely in timber, and about
25 feet in width. A long clay hearth was found in one of these
houses. These buildings were soon ren1aced by later strip
houses with stone-built external walls and wattle and daub

interior partitions, which were in turn subsequently recon
structed in stone. At the same time the road was built up and
resurfaced. The most interesting feature is that occupation in
this part of the civilian settlement does not seem to have ex
tended any later than the end of the 3rd century, while its
main heyday was in the 2nd century. It seems very possible that
the site of the civilian settlement shifted to the west side of

the fort where the river formed a strongly defended promontory,
cut off on the fourth side by the fort. A bath building is
recorded in this area and masonry is still visible in the river
bank.

'rhe finds show that the civilian settlement supnorted a
relatively affluent population. Brooches and jewellery are
relatively common and manufacturing is attested by a stone
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Fig. 10 Watercrook 1974: Site Plan
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Fig. 11 Watercrook 1974: Ditch Sections
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Fig. 12 Watercrook 1974: Small Finds

1) Bronze Trumpet Brooch
2) "Duck" Brooch in Silver and Enamel
3) Trumpet Brooch
4) Bronze Brooch
5) Iron Ring with Onyx intaglio
6) S11ver Ring
7) Head of Bone Hair Pin
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Fig. 13 Watercrook 1974: Small Finds

8) Melon Bead

9) Oculist's Stamp - P. CLOD~

10) Glass Bangle

11) Carved Bone Toggle
12) Lower Part of Terracotta Figurine

13) Brll~ '" ·;ton:and-loop""pastener
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stamp, inscribed p.eLOD!, \lsed as a maker's mark on clay
objectee Other areas of the site have also yielded important
and interesting objects, the most attractive being a silver
brooch in the form ofa duck, whose back is richly decorated
in green and blue enamel. It is of 2nd century date. Another
important discovery is a beautiful signet ring with a black
onyx intaglio,set into the bezel, and en~raved with a delicately
drawn figure of Achilles.

Enormous quantities of data derive from this, the first
major project of excavation on the site, and their study will
provide a clear picture of the history and character of the
Watercrook site. The picture will inevitably undergo consider
able modification with further seasons of work, of which some
twenty are planned. But it clear that Watercrook will provide
a unique opportunity of studying a Lake District Roman Fort
and its associated civilian area in a long-term research pro
ject and, since fragments of feather were discovered in the
course of the present work, it is probable that there will in
ar.as be well-preserved organic ~emains •


